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Pete Hall
Motivational Speaker * Executive Mentor * Leadership Expert
Pete Hall brings one thing with him to every engagement: positive energy.
Relentless in his pursuit of growth, Pete is quick to point out the silver lining in every cloud, the opportunity
behind every obstacle, and the belief that good will win out. He is a stout believe in the philosophy that led
him (and his wife, Mindy) to launch Strive Success Solutions and his educational-consulting firm,
EducationHall: Always strive to be a better you.
As an award-winning school principal, Pete held fast to the notion that
continuous improvement is the primary path – the only path – that leads us
to our goals. As an executive coach, personal mentor, and keynote speaker,
that mindset continues to guide his work as he influences others.

“Pete Hall is an excellent, engaging
speaker. The information was relevant
and valuable.”
-Ashley M., human resources exec

Pete has authored seven books on leadership, primarily in the education
sector. Taking those valuable lessons beyond the schoolhouse has proven
to be a natural next step. “Leadership, at its core, is fundamentally
consistent across fields: leading a Fortune 500 company, a Little League
team, a public middle school, a rescue operation, or a small woodworking
company requires very similar skills, attitudes, and acuities,” he notes.

“Pete has an uncanny ability to
uncover your truths and encourage
you to improve upon them all.”
-Thom M., stand-up comedian

His infectious enthusiasm, tireless wit, and adherence to his core has inspired and informed audiences
throughout the United States and across the globe.
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Always strive to be a better you
Staying true to your mision
You can think your way to success
Recruiting time as an ally
Leading a powerful organization
Leadership succession
Building collaborative teams

BRING PETE TO WORK WITH YOU AND/OR
YOUR ORGANIZATION
Contact Strive Success Solutions at

208-755-3139

Info@StriveSS.com

Learn more about our services, speakers, coaches, and consultants:

@StriveSuccessSo

StriveSuccessSolutions

StriveSuccessSo

